Abstract Stroke survivors are more prone to developing cognitive impairment and dementia. Dementia detection is a challenge for supporting personalized healthcare. This study analyzes the electroencephalogram (EEG) background activity of 5 vascular dementia (VaD) patients, 15 stroke-related patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and 15 control healthy subjects during a working memory (WM) task. The objective of this study is twofold. First, it aims to enhance the discrimination of VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and control subjects using fuzzy neighborhood preserving analysis with QRdecomposition (FNPAQR); second, it aims to extract and investigate the spectral features that characterize the post-stroke dementia patients compared to the control subjects. Nineteen channels were recorded and analyzed using the independent component analysis and wavelet analysis (ICA−WT) denoising technique. Using ANOVA, linear spectral power including relative powers (RP) and power ratio were calculated to test whether the EEG dominant frequencies were slowed down in VaD and stroke-related MCI patients. Nonlinear features including permutation entropy (PerEn) and fractal dimension (FD) were used to test the degree of irregularity and complexity, which was significantly lower in patients with VaD and stroke-related MCI than that in control subjects (ANOVA; p ˂ 0.05). This study is the first to use fuzzy neighborhood preserving analysis with QRdecomposition (FNPAQR) dimensionality reduction technique with EEG background activity of dementia patients. The impairment of post-stroke patients was detected using support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifiers. A comparative study has been performed to check the effectiveness of using FNPAQR dimensionality reduction technique with the SVM and kNN classifiers. FNPAQR with SVM and kNN obtained 91.48 and 89.63% accuracy, respectively, whereas without using the FNPAQR exhibited 70 and 67.78% accuracy for SVM and kNN, respectively, in classifying VaD, stroke-related MCI, and control patients, respectively. Therefore, EEG could be a reliable index for inspecting concise markers that are sensitive to VaD and stroke-related MCI patients compared to control healthy subjects.
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Introduction
Stroke is a cerebrovascular disease considered the leading risk factor for severe physical disability and cognitive impairment [1] . Approximately 30% of stroke patients develop dementia within the first year of stroke diagnosis [2] . Vascular dementia (VaD) is the second most common case of dementia after Alzheimer's disease (AD); between 1 and 4% of elderly people aged 65 years suffer from VaD, whose prevalence doubles every 5 to 10 years after this age [3] . Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is clinically defined as a decline in cognitive function (mostly memory) that is more significant than expected with respect to the individual's age and education level, but the patient still lives independently [4] . MCI is considered as a stage between early normal brain cognition and late severe dementia [5] .
Working memory (WM) is severely affected in this case and it is defined as the ability to provide a temporary storage and to manipulate information for complex cognitive tasks such as attention, comprehension, reasoning, planning, and learning within a short period (10-15 up to 60 s) [6] . The WM capacity of an individual can store temporarily approximately 7 ± 2 items [6, 7] .
Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a non-invasive technique that used to record cortical brain activity. EEG can be classified into five frequency bands: delta (δ), theta (θ), alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma waves (γ) [5] . However, EEG is affected by non-cerebral sources that can mimic brain cognitive or pathological activity and overlap with EEG frequencies [5] . Therefore, the EEG data are exposed to contamination with various artifacts.
The artifact's amplitude is relatively large with respect to the cortical signal. The artifacts can be divided into physiological artifacts that originate from the generator sources within the body (e.g., heart, eye, and/or muscles) and nonphysiological artifacts (technical origin) that are related to the environment or equipment [8, 9] . The physiological artifacts can be muscle artifact (MA), cardiac artifacts (CA), and ocular artifacts (OA). The non-physiological artifacts [9] include the power line interference and sweat artifacts.
Many researchers have used independent component analysis (ICA) to separate distinct artifacts from EEG signals efficiently. For instance, Sameni et al. [10] applied the ICA algorithm to remove electrooculogram (EOG) artifacts from multi-channel EEG recordings. Meanwhile, wavelet transform (WT) is a common and powerful denoising method that is widely applied to biomedical signals. WT has also been extensively utilized because it can remove electromyogram and EOG noise. Discrete WT (DWT) has also been considered a promising technique to represent EEG signal characteristics by extracting features from the sub-band of EEG signals [11] .
Recently, using a combination of denoising methods from EEG has gained attention for multi-channel processing [12] . For instance, Mammone et al. [13] used DWT to partition each channel of the original EEG into the four bands of human brain activities. Each band of each channel was represented by WT components and the WT components linked to artifacts were automatically identified and cascaded into ICA. Artifactual components were rejected before conducting inverse ICA (inv-ICA) and inverse DWT (IDWT) [13] . An ICA-WT technique has been used in this study to denoise critically marked ICs using DWT and to reconstruct ICAcorrected EEG signals. Therefore, the advantage of the proposed technique is to detect and extract artifactual components using a completely automatic EEG artifact detector based on the joint use of spatial and temporal features (ADJUST) algorithm [14] that identifies the artifactual ICs on the scalp topographic maps obtained by EEGLAB version 13.0.1b [15] .
In order to develop a non-invasive useful diagnostic index which would be valuable for early dementia diagnosis and to discriminate dementia degree of severity, it is necessary to enhance the system interpretability specifications that become helpful in improving the dementia detection.
In this setting, spectral analysis has intensively been used to detect abnormalities in the spectra of dementia patients' EEG. To quantify these changes, the slowing activity of EEG signal in dementia can be summarized by a shift in power spectrum toward low frequency, namely increase of power in low frequency (i.e., δ and θ bands) and a decrease of power in high frequency (i.e., α and β bands) [16] . Further to this, Moretti et al. have proposed several EEG markers that could have a prospective value in differential diagnosis between vascular and degenerative MCI. For example, the θ/α ratio could be a marker for the estimation of the individual extent of cerebrovascular damage related to dementia. Additionally, the increase of θ/γ ratio is best associated with amygdalar atrophy [17] [18] [19] [20] . Moreover, Schmidt et al. have calculated the α/β ratio of the mean potential of EEG that represents a good marker discriminating AD patients from normal controls [21] . In addition to that, Lundqvist et al. have summarized the effect associated with growing memory load in increasing θ and γ power and decreasing α/β [22] .
As the brain can demonstrate a non-linear behavior, this study also employs non-linear analysis with conventional linear methods to provide additional information about mental diseases [23, 24] . Entropy is a powerful concept for evaluating non-linear dynamic characteristics of a signal; the uncertainty and irregularity of a time series are measured using high entropy, which generally demonstrates the high uncertainty of the system, or low entropy, which shows the high regularity and certainty of the system [25, 26] . Permutation entropy (PerEn) can also be used for both non-stationary and non-linear signals [26, 27] . Morabito et al. [28] used PerEn to assess the irregularity of EEG recordings in Alzheimer's disease.
Fractal dimension (FD) is a complexity metric that can be obtained by evaluating scale-free (fractal) properties. FD is used to quantify the complexity and self-similarity of MEG and EEG time series [29] . Therefore, under the hypothesis that the FD of the EEG is sensitive to the neuronal dysfunction associated with a brain lesion, this study tests the ability of Higuchi's fractal dimension (HFD) to assess patients with VaD and stroke-related MCI.
Pearson's correlation of resting-state EEG signals of different scalp regions may be reduced in MCI and AD patients, compared to control subjects [30] .
Many research efforts have done in the stages of feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and classification for achieving valuable discriminations. Therefore, feature vectors must be analyzed further before being applied to the classifier to avoid overloading it, reduce the computational time, and increase the classification accuracy. Feature dimensionality reduction is a widely used method to avoid the potential redundancy of high-dimensional data [31] [32] [33] . The dimensionality-reduced features were used as an input to the classifiers to improve the accuracy of the classification of the severity of dementia by EEG signal analysis. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and fisher discriminant analysis (FDL) have been widely used for their fast and simple implementation, suitable for real time [34] . Their objective is to create a new variable that combines the original predictors by finding a hyper-plane that separates the data points representing different classes and that minimizes the variance within the class under the assumption of normal data distribution [31] . This study employed the fuzzy neighborhood preserving analysis with QR-decomposition (FNPAQR) dimensionality reduction technique [35] of Khushaba et al. [35] to minimize the distance between the samples belonging to the same class while maximizing the distance between the centers of the different classes. In this manner, FNPAQR preserves the contribution of samples to different classes [35] . This study is the first to use FNPAQR to classify normal and demented individuals during WM tasks. Finally, the classification staging is necessary to predict the qualitative properties of the mental state of dementia patients. In this stage, the feature vectors extracted from the previous stage are classified into three categories, namely, normal healthy, MCI, and dementia.
In EEG applications, highly accurate classification is related to the quality of extracted features, the reduction in dimensionality, and the classifiers used. Support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifiers are used in biomedical signal classification, such as brain disorder and dementia classification, because of their high accuracy and excellent performance [32, 36, 37] . Therefore, this study applies both classifiers.
This study employs ICA-WT denoising technique, the linear and non-linear sets of features, dimensionality reduction technique, and SVM and kNN classifiers to obtain EEG valuable markers and reliable indices for the discrimination of VaD and stroke-related MCI patients. Overall, the ultimate goal is to help medical doctors and clinicians in planning and providing a reliable prediction of the course of a disease in addition to the optimal therapeutic program so that dementia patients can experience additional years of high quality of life.
Methods and materials
In order to discriminate stroke-related MCI and VaD patients using EEG signal analysis, the recorded EEG signals must go through successive signal processing and analysis stages; these are denoising, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and dementia classification followed by classifier performance measurements. Figure 1 presents a block diagram of the proposed method.
Subjects and experimental procedure
EEGs were obtained from 35 participants (5 VaD, 2 women, and 3 men; age = 64.6 ± 4.8 years, mean ± standard deviation, SD), 15 stroke-related MCI patients (10 women and 5 men; age = 60.26 ± 7.77 years, mean ± standard deviation, SD), and 1 5 n o r m a l r e c o r d s ( 8 w o m e n a n d 7 m e n ; a g e = 60.06 ± 5.21 years, mean ± standard deviation, SD) fulfilling the criteria of probable AD. The stroke patients were recruited from the stroke ward of the Pusat Perubatan Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (PPUKM), the medical center of the National University of Malaysia. The VaD patients were recruited from the PPUKM neurology clinic. The control subjects had no previous history of mental and neurological abnormalities. All control subjects, MCI, and VaD patients underwent cognitive evaluation, including mini-mental state examination [38] and Montreal cognitive assessment [39] . The mini-mental state examination (MMSE) scores for these VaD and stroke-related MCI patients were 14.8 ± 1.92 and 20.2 ± 5.63 (mean ± SD), respectively. In addition to that, the Montreal cognitive assessment (MoCA) scores for these VaD and stroke-related MCI patients were 13.2 ± 2.38 and 16.13 ± 5.97 (mean ± SD), respectively. The MMSE and MoCA scores for the control subjects were 29.6 ± 0.73 (mean ± SD) and 29.06 ± 0.88 (mean ± SD), respectively.
All experiment protocols were approved by the Human Ethics Committee of the National University of Malaysia. Signed informed consent forms were also obtained from the participants.
The EEG datasets were recorded using the NicoletOne system (V32), which was designed and manufactured by VIASYS Healthcare Inc., USA. Nineteen electrodes, as well as ground and system reference electrodes, were positioned on the scalp using cap electrodes according to the [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] international system (i.e., Fp2, F8, T4, T6, O2, Fp1, F7, T3, T5, O1, F4, C4, P3, F3, C3, P3, Fz, Cz, and Pz). The EEG device contains a set of hardware low-pass, high-pass, and notch filters, with frequency values of 0.3, 70, and 50 Hz, respectively. Based on the application, the sampling frequency was set to 256 Hz, the impedance of electrode/skin was below 10 kΩ, and the sensitivity was 100 μv/cm. A 12-bit A/D converter was used to digitize the signal and achieve high accuracy.
The session started with a 0.5-s fixation cue when the subjects were asked to be relaxed and avoid the movement activity as much as possible. A simple WM task was then performed, during which the subjects were asked to memorize five words for 10 s. Afterward, they were asked to remember these words with their eyes closed and the EEG data were recorded. After 60 s, the patients were asked to open their eyes and enumerate all words that they could remember (Fig. 2) [40, 41] .
ICA−WT denoising technique
In this study, the ICA−WT denoising technique was used to combine the positive aspects of both ICA and WT and control several of their limitations. However, ICA cannot guarantee that some individual independent components (ICs) contain only noise and do not contain information about useful EEG channels. Hence, the problem of detecting and filtering of Buseful^part of each IC is still open and additional tools are needed to solve it.
Therefore, in order to detect and remove OAs including eye blinks, vertical and horizontal eye movements, and generic discontinuities including electrode movement and high impedance from EEG data, the ICA−WT denoising technique was used to combine the positive aspects of both ICA and DWT and control several of their limitations. Mathematical details are simplified in the text to focus on the EEG's role as a marker and a reliable index in detecting the changes that accompany MCI and VaD. The FastICA algorithm proposed by Hyvärinen [42] was used for its simplicity, fast convergence, and efficiency [43] . FastICA decomposes the recorded EEG dataset and extracts new independent component (IC) matrices which are marked as artifactual sources. The IC artifact components were marked using ADJUST algorithm [14] that identifies the artifactual ICs on the scalp topographic maps obtained by EEGLAB version 13.0.1b [15] , as shown in Fig. 3 .
The marked ICs will not be canceled but they will be arranged in a new dataset to denoise using DWT. The symlet mother wavelet of order 9 Bsym9^and five decomposition levels were selected to decompose the EEG signals because the sampling frequency of 256 Hz was used in this study [41] . The decomposition coefficients of the six sub-signals through the DWT are cD1, cD2, cD3, cD4, cD5, and cA5, which represent the frequency content of the band-limited EEG signal (where cA is the decomposition approximation coefficient and cD is the decomposition detail coefficients). The SURE threshold is an adaptive soft thresholding method, which is finding the threshold limit for each level based on Stein's unbiased risk estimation [44] and commonly used value in [41, [45] [46] [47] has been used. Finally, two reconstruction steps were performed, namely, the inverse DWT (IDWT) and inverse ICA (inv-ICA). The denoised EEG dataset is used in the next step.
Feature extraction
To develop a non-invasive useful diagnostic index that can be valuable for diagnosing dementia in the early stages and discriminating the degree of severity, the specifications of system interpretability should be enhanced. Such enhancement can help to improve the classifier performance. This study uses linear and non-linear approaches to meet this demand.
Linear feature extraction
Linear spectral analysis has been intensively used to detect abnormalities in the spectra of dementia patients' EEG. As WT uses a variable window size across the whole signal length, the changes in EEG in different frequency bands can be quantified. The denoised dataset from the previous stage was decomposed using sym9 into five decomposition levels. The decomposition coefficients through the DWT at level 2 to 5 were reconstructed using IDWT. The four reconstruction detail sub-signals (i.e., D2, D3, D4, and D5) and reconstruction approximation sub-signal (A5) provided signal information with respect to each EEG frequency band ( Table 1 ). The five bands of the extracted wavelet coefficients provided a compact representation of the EEG signals, which were submitted for feature extraction analysis stage. Fig. 2 The working memory experimental paradigm [41] Therefore, linear spectral analysis has been used extensively to detect abnormalities in the spectra of healthy normal, stroke-related MCI, and VaD patients' EEG dataset. The conventional visual characteristics related to dementia can be summarized by slowing the EEG dominant frequency [48, 49] . In the present work, to quantify EEG changes, the relative power (RP) in delta (δRP), theta (θRP), alpha (αRP), beta (βRP), and gamma (γRP) was calculated to the WTdecomposed signals to distinguish VaD and stroke-related MCI patients' EEGs from the normal age-matched healthy subjects. In order to estimate the RP for each selected frequency band, δ, θ, α, β, and γ can be calculated using Eq. 1 [50] RP % ð Þ ¼ ∑Selected frequency range ∑Total range 0:5−64 Hz ð Þ ð1Þ
Inparticular,the EEG signal abnormalities inthe spectra of VaD and MCI patients can be concluded by slowing the activity of EEG signal in dementia patients that shows a shift in power spectrum toward low frequency compared to healthy age-matched subjects.
Subsequently, the power ratio of (δ/θ), (θ/α), (α/β), (β/γ), and (θ/γ) for these spectral potentials was calculated. Additionally, this study is intended to be focused on the markers obtained from EEG in order to detect the changes consequent to the strokerelated MCI and VaD during WM task.
Non-linear feature extraction
Given that the brain can investigate the complex dynamic information that is reflected from the brain cortex and recorded by EEG devices, this study employed non-linear techniques, including PerEn and FD.
Permutation entropy Theoretically, PerEn is based on the counting of ordinal patterns (motifs) that describe the up-anddown changes in the dynamical signal. The concept of PerEn is based on the measure of the relative frequencies of different motifs. In this study, PerEn is expected to quantify the irregularity of EEG signals by discerning the relative change in irregularity from the recorded dataset. PerEn also provides an alternate way of measuring similarity among patterns with respect to other types of irregularity measurements [28] .
In order to estimate the PerEn, assume the EEG time series of y = {y 1 , y 2 , …, y N } of length N, at each time t of y, a vector including the dth subsequence value constructed as: ð Þ lg; for different samples, there will be d! Potential ordinal patterns, π, are named Bmotifs.^For each π t , p(π t ) demonstrates the relative frequency as follows: where #{ } denotes the cardinality of the set (the number of elements). The PerEn is computed as follows:
When all motifs have equal probability, the largest value of PerEn is obtained, which has a value of lnd!, where [59] , because of its dependence on a binary sequence and, in many cases, less sensitivity to noise [60] . Given its high computational burden in time and memory [61] , box computing is less efficient than HFD. Moreover, Higuchi's algorithm can estimate FD more accurately than those of Maragos and Sun, Katz, and Petrosian [59, 60] . By contrast, HFD is more sensitive to noise than Katz's FD [60] . Although the methods of Petrosian and Katz are faster than that of Higuchi, these three algorithms can be run in real time [60] . Therefore, this study applied HFD to examine the EEG background activity in VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. Given a one-dimensional time series
, the algorithm to compute the HFD can be described as follows [54] :
where k and m are integers, k indicates the discrete time interval between points, whereas m = 1, 2, …, k represents the initial time value. For each of the k time series X m k , the length L m (k) can be computed as in eq. 5:
where N is the length of the original time series X and the term
represents the normalization factor. Then, the length of the curve for the time interval k is defined as the average of
Finally, when L(k) is plotted against 1/k on a doublelogarithmic scale, with k = 1, 2, …, k max , the data should fall on a straight line, with a slope equal to the FD of X. Thus, HFD is defined as the slope of the line that fits the pairs {ln[L(k)], ln(1/k)} in a least-squares sense. In order to choose an appropriate value of the parameter k max , FD values were plotted against a range of k max . The point at which the FD plateaus is considered a saturation point and that k max value should be selected [62, 63] . In this research, the value of kmax = 20 was chosen and calculated in windows of 10 s length (2560 samples).
Statistical analysis
Preliminarily, the 19 channels from the EEG dataset of the 5 VaD, 15 stroke-related MCI patients, and 15 normal subjects were grouped into five recording regions corresponding to the scalp area of the cerebral cortex. These are the frontal region (seven channels: Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, F7, F8, and Fz), the temporal region (four channels: T3, T4, T5, and T6), the parietal region (three channels: P3, P4, and Pz), the occipital region (two channels: O1 and O2), and the central region (three channels: C3, C4, and Cz). Next, normality was assessed with Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, whereas homoscedasticity was verified with Levene's test. Statistical analysis was performed through ANOVAs in SPSS 22.
In the first session of ANOVA, two-way ANOVA was conducted; the group factor (control healthy subjects, strokerelated MCI patients, and VaD patients) was the independent variable and the RP in δRP, θRP, αRP, βRP, and γRP) was the dependent variable. The significance was set at p ˂ 0.05. Duncan's test was used for post-hoc comparison. The significance for all statistical tests was set at p ˂ 0.05. A second session of ANOVA, two-way ANOVA, was performed on the power ratios. The significant differences among the five groups of the scalp regions and (δ/θ), (θ/α), (α/β), (β/γ), and (θ/γ) as a dependent variable were evaluated. Post-hoc comparison was performed through Duncan's test. The significance was set at p ˂ 0.05.In the third session of ANOVA, twoway ANOVA was applied on the PerEn features. In this analysis, group factor (i.e., control healthy subjects, stroke-related MCI patients, and VaD patients) and the five groups of the scalp regions were the independent variables, whereas the non-linear feature PerEn was the dependent variable. The fourth session of ANOVA, two-way ANOVA, was applied on the FD features. In this analysis, group factor (i.e., control healthy subjects, stroke-related MCI patients, and VaD patients) and the five groups of the scalp regions were the independent variables, whereas the non-linear feature FD was the dependent variable. The post-hoc comparison was performed through Duncan's test. The significance for all statistical tests was set at p ˂ 0.05. Moreover, Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) was used to compute correlations between the linear and non-linear features to evaluate the proposed features correlation. The first sessions of Pearson's correlation were performed on linear features (δ/θ) and (α/β) for the stroke-related MCI patients. In the second session, Pearson's correlation was calculated on the non-linear feature (PerEn and FD) for VaD and stroke-related MCI patients. The third sessions of Pearson's correlation were performed on linear and non-linear features for the stroke-related MCI and VaD patients. Statistical significance was set at p ˂ 0.05 and p ˂ 0.01 for Pearson's correlations.
Preprocessing of features before classification
In this application, each EEG channel was characterized with linear features ((δ/θ), (α/β) and (θ/γ)) and non-linear features (PerEn and FD). These features were selected on the basis of previous studies that showed their usefulness in distinguishing the EEGs of dementia and MCI patients from those of healthy normal subjects [17, 20, 28, 29, 64] .
The features that have been extracted from the previous stage must be analyzed further before they are applied to the classifier. Dimensionality reduction techniques must be employed to avoid problems that are associated with the high dimension feature vector, which may lead to the Bcurse of dimensionality,^and to reduce the computational time. This study employed dimensionality reduction techniques to avoid classifier overloading, increase the classification model accuracy, and decrease overfitting problems. Therefore, the dimension of feature vectors must be reduced using these techniques.
The dimension of the feature matrix for the healthy control subjects and MCI patients was 90 × 95, where 15 subjects × 6 epochs = 90 observations and 5 features × 19 channels = 95 attributes, while that of the feature matrix for the VaD patients was 30 × 95, where 5 VaD × 6 epochs = 30 observations and 5 features × 19 channels = 95 attributes. Therefore, VaD is an imbalanced dataset that may affect the performance of the learning algorithms. The main problem of learning from imbalanced datasets is that the imbalance compromises the performance of the learning algorithms. Given that the majority of the learning algorithms assume a balanced class distribution, their results typically favor the predominant class that gives poor class predictions. The class imbalance in the dataset highly affects the quality of the classification model. However, given that the minority class cannot be easily discriminated, the classifier can simply classify each instance as the majority class.
In this study, the minority class was represented by the VaD patients. A synthetic oversampling technique (SMOTE) was applied to overcome the data imbalance [65] . The classifier parameters and percentage of oversampling were determined via 10-fold cross-validation using a grid search approach to avoid overfitting and bias in the classification analysis [66] . The available dataset was divided into 10 equal size disjoint sub-sets. One of these sub-sets was used as the test set, while the remaining nine sub-sets were combined into a training set to learn the classifier. This procedure was performed 10 times, which resulted in 10 accuracies. The average of these accuracies represented the 10-fold cross-validation accuracy of learning from this dataset [67] .
Given that SMOTE changes the dataset, the percentage of oversampling was combined with the parameters. Therefore, those parameters that are found with different SMOTE percentages may not be the same. Using only the training set, the SMOTE was used to equalize the frequency of the classes [68, 69] .
This study also employed the fuzzy neighborhood preserving analysis with QR-decomposition (FNPAQR) dimensionality reduction technique [35] of Khushaba et al. [35] to minimize the distance between samples belonging to the same class while maximizing the distance between the centers of different classes. In this manner, FNPAQR preserves the contribution of samples to different classes [35] . This study is the first to use FNPAQR to classify normal and demented individuals during WM tasks.
To project the input feature vector using FNPAQR, the projection matrix (G FNDAQR ) was initially calculated based on the training set. Afterward, both the training and testing sets were multiplied by this projection matrix to achieve dimensionality reduction. Figure 4 illustrates the process of projecting the input feature vector for the training data using FNPAQR. Projecting the testing set of the feature vector only involves the multiplication of the testing set with the projection matrix that is calculated on the training.
Moreover, to classify VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and control healthy subjects using SVM and kNN classifiers, a comparative study has been performed to check the effectiveness of using FNPAQR dimensionality reduction technique with the SVM and kNN classifiers in early identification of VaD.
Dementia classification techniques
A final EEG signal analysis was conducted to classify the mentality impairment and cognition of the subjects into three categories (normal, stroke-related MCI, and VaD). In this final classification stage, the accuracy of classifiers strongly depends on the quality of the extracted features. Therefore, the suitable selection of dimensionality reduction techniques and the type of the classifier can both affect the perfection of the classification results. This study employed two popular methods for brain disorder classification, namely, SVM and kNN [33, 70] .
Support vector machine
Proposed by Vapnik and developed based on computational learning theory [71] , SVM has been extensively used in biomedical engineering, particularly in classification, regression, and density estimation [72] .
Despite being a linear classifier, SVM allows the researcher to generate non-linear classifiers through the non-linear mapping of input patterns into a high-dimensional feature space. Therefore, SVM aims to construct hyperplanes that maximize the margin of separation and minimize the misclassification error [73] .
k − nearest neighbor classifier (
kNN is among the most popular and simplest non-parametric classification algorithms in which the classifier labels the samples in the training set based on their similarity The kNN algorithm classifies objects based on the closest training observations that are presented in the significant feature matrix [74] . The object is assigned to the class that is most common among its k nearest neighbors, where k is always a positive integer. kNN is more robust when k > 1, and a larger k value can help reduce the effect of noisy points within the training set [75] . The parameter k is generally determined by the characteristics of the datasets, and the nearest samples are assumed to contribute more than the far samples. The unknown sample belongs to the class that is common among the kNN.
Performance measure
The performance of the proposed system was evaluated using average classification accuracy and confusion matrix.
Average classification accuracy
The average classification accuracy of the proposed system was used to characterize the dementia classification results. The average classification accuracy is computed as a percentage as in Eq. 11:
Average Classification Accuracy
¼
Number of correctly classified instances Total number of instances Â 100 ð11Þ
Confusion matrix
The confusion matrix presents another way to plot the performance of the classification in terms of accuracy, sensitivity (recall), and precision. Those confusion matrices that show the classification results of the classifiers that are used for classifying the EEG signals are represented by the projected set of features. These matrices represent the frequency with which an EEG segment is misclassified as another. In the confusion matrix for three classes of multi-class classifier task (e.g., A, B, and C), the results on the diagonal are the correct classification accuracies, while those outside the diagonal are the between-class classification errors. For class A, the accuracy, sensitivity (recall), and precision of the classifiers can be calculated as follows using Eqs. 12 to 14:
where TP is the true positive, FN is the false negative, FP is the false positive, TN is the true negative. Where Total predicted A= TP AA + FP AB + FP AC , Total predicted B = FN AB + TN BB + FN CB , and Total predicted C = FN AC + FN BC + TN CC .
7 Results and discussion
Results of EEG denoising
After ICA decomposition was performed using FastICA, algorithm and the estimated ICs were inspected using ADJUST algorithm. The critical selected ICs for the VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and control subjects are summarized in Table 2 . Figure 5 shows the ICA−WT denoising technique results to channel BF8^. It can be observed that the OA artifactual components were sufficiently and successfully suppressed (blue color) compared with the original recorded EEG (dashed black color).
Results of statistical analysis

Linear feature extraction
The statistical characterization of the differences in linear spectral distributions among the VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and control healthy subjects will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 6 shows the statistical characterization of the differences in power spectral density distribution among the VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and control healthy subjects. On the one hand, the RP in δ (δRP VaD > δRP MCI > δRP Control ) significantly increased and reached the highest values at the frontal and occipital regions (p < 0.05). θRP significantly increased (θRP VaD > θRP MCI > θRP Control ), with their highest values at the occipital, parietal, temporal, and central regions (p < 0.05). γRP significantly increased (γRP VaD > γRP MCI > γRP Control ) and reached the highest values at the central, temporal, and frontal regions (p < 0.05). On the other hand, α power decreased (αRP MCI > αRP Control > αRP VaD ). αRP was significantly smaller in the frontal, temporal, and parietal regions (p < 0.05). Notably, αRP MCI was significantly higher than αRP control . This result could be related to a compensation mechanism in MCI patients during memory load and cognitive performance, whereas the healthy control subjects did not have to compensate and the VaD patients could not compensate anymore [76] . βRP activity was smaller among the VaD and MCI patients compared with that in the control subjects (βRP VaD < βRP MCI < βRP Control ). Figure 7 shows the power ratio statistical characterization of RP spectral density for the subjects belonging to the different categories (control, MCI, and VaD patients). VaD 1 IC12  MCI  1  IC4, IC6, IC7, IC17  Control 1  IC4, IC6, IC12, IC16, IC19  2 IC1, IC2, IC3, IC5, IC10  2  IC6  2  IC1, IC2, IC8, IC13, IC18   3 IC1  3  IC11, IC13, IC14, IC16  3  IC 4, IC12, IC17   4 IC1, IC16  4  -4  IC1, IC2   5 IC1  5  IC3, IC6, IC10, IC12  5  IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, IC6, IC7,  IC12, IC15, IC17  6  IC2, IC3  6  IC7, IC10, IC14, IC15, IC17  7  IC1, IC2, IC5, IC17, IC18, IC19  7  IC12, IC19   8  IC2, IC5  8  IC1, IC3, IC11, IC14   9  IC1  9  IC1,IC2 Both (δ/θ) and (α/β) of the MCI components are higher compared to the other components. In (δ/θ), interestingly, MCI components are significantly higher compared to control subjects; this is may be due to memory load as θ is believed to be feasible for cognitive and WM understanding [77] , so that in the MCI during WM, load and cognitive performance is higher whereas the control subjects did not have to compensate and the VaD patients cannot compensate anymore ((δ/θ) MCI > (δ/θ) Control > (δ/θ) VaD ). However, the (α/β) of the MCI components is higher than the other components ((α/β) MCI > (α/β) VaD > (α/β) Control ), but it is insignificantly differentiated among the three groups in all scalp regions. Moreover, (θ/α) and (θ/γ) are higher in the VaD patients compared to MCI patients and control subjects, but (θ/γ) is significantly differentiated among the VaD patients compared to MCI patients and control subjects ((θ/γ) VaD > (θ/γ) MCI > (θ/γ) Control ) in all scalp regions. Notabily, (β/γ) is higher in the control subjects compared to VaD and MCI patients ((β/γ) Control > (β/γ) MCI > (β/γ) VaD ) in all scalp regions. It can be concluded that the (δ/θ) and (α/β) significantly show slowing in the MCI and VaD patients and could be an indicator for MCI patients, whereas the (θ/γ) is a marker for VaD detection. Finally, (θ/γ) can be a marker for memory decline in VaD and MCI and increase with the disease severity [18] . To sum up, the (δ/θ) and (α/β) could be the reliable indices that associated with the MCI detection whereas (θ/γ) ratios could be considered as reliable indices that associated with the VaD identification. So far, these EEG markers might be valuable physiological information that help in improving diagnostic procedure. 
Non-linear feature extraction
The EEG dataset was successfully denoised using the novel, fully automatic AICA-WT denoising technique introduced in [12] . The differences in the linear spectral distributions of VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects in terms of slowing down EEG were statistically characterized in our previous studies [78] [79] [80] . Non-linear techniques are widely used in characterizing electrical activities in the brain in terms of EEG complexity. Therefore, in this study, non-linear measures can be applied to analyze EEG datasets of VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects.
Permutation entropy PerEn was used to distinguish the brain states of VaD and stroke-related MCI patients from those of healthy control subjects. Figure 8 presents a comparative plot of PerEn, which is estimated over five scalp regions for the VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. The VaD and stroke-related MCI patients had lower PerEn values at five scalp regions (PerEn VaD < PerEn MCI < PerEn Control ), and significant differences were observed among the frontal, temporal, and central regions (p < 0.05). These results suggest that the EEG activities of VaD and stroke-related MCI patients are significantly more regular in the frontal, temporal, and central regions than in a normal brain.
The VaD patients exhibited lower irregularity than the stroke-related MCI patients and healthy control subjects. As expected, the complexity of the EEG signals generally decreases along with the severity of the illness, particularly for the healthy control subjects and the VaD patients.
Fractal dimension FD was proven as an effective candidate in differentiating the VaD and stroke-related MCI patients from the healthy control subjects. The FD results reveal that EEG signals have less complexity in VaD patients. Figure 9 presents a comparative plot of FD that is estimated over five scalp regions of VaD patients, strokerelated MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. The VaD and stroke-related MCI patients had lower FD values at these regions (FD VaD < FD MCI < FD Control ), and significant differences were observed among the frontal, temporal, and central regions (p < 0.05). These results suggest that the EEG activities of VaD and stroke-related MCI patients are significantly less complex in these regions than in a normal control brain.
Correlation analysis
As (δ/θ) and (α/β) could be the reliable indices that associated with the stroke-related MCI detection, the correlation analysis between these linear features for the stroke-related MCI patients is shown in Table 3 .
Although the correlations were consistently the strongest between temporal (δ/θ) and the frontal (α/β) (which could reflect the greatest value among the stroke-related MCI patients), most of the other correlations differed significantly among the other scalp regions.
It can be observed that the strongest correlation has appeared between the temporal (δ/θ) and the frontal (α/β). Temporal (δ/θ) and the frontal (α/β) have significant positive correlations and the strength of the association is moderate (r = 0.485; p ˂ 0.01). Thus, considering stroke-related MCI patients, the temporal (δ/θ) and the frontal (α/β) are best associated with WM decline, i.e., the higher temporal (δ/θ) and frontal (α/β) correlation characteristic gives an indication of reducing the performance of WM tasks. Moreover, this correlations might be interpreted as evidence for a relationship with the frontal and temporal scalp regions particularly memory load in the frontal region and memory transfer to storage in the temporal region. PerEn and FD suggested that the EEG activities of strokerelated MCI and VaD patients have lower degrees of irregularity and complexity, respectively; the correlation analysis between these non-linear matrices for VaD and stroke-related MCI patients for the five scalp regions is shown in Table 4 .
Although the correlations were consistently the strongest between the temporal PerEn and the temporal FD, (which could reflect the greatest value among the VaD patients), the only correlation differed significantly among the other scalp regions was the central PerEn and the central FD. The specificity of these correlations to temporal and central scalp regions may be linked to perform multiple and complex cognitive functions which are related to memory.
It can be observed that the strongest correlation has appeared between the temporal PerEn and temporal FD. Temporal PerEn and temporal FD have significant positive correlations and the strength of the association is moderate (r = 0.778; p ˂ 0.01). Thus, considering VaD patients, temporal PerEn and temporal FD are best associated with WM decline that gives an indication of reducing the performance of WM tasks. 
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Control Stroke-related MCI VaD Fig. 9 Comparative plot of the FD for the five scalp regions of the brain for VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and control subjects Furthermore, the PerEn and FD matrices for stroke-related MCI patients for the five scalp regions are shown in Table 5 . Although the correlations were consistently the strongest between the central PerEn and the central FD (which could reflect the greatest value among the stroke-related MCI patients), the correlations between the occipital PerEn and occipital FD and the correlation between the frontal PerEn and frontal FD are considered as interesting correlations. Central PerEn and central FD have significant positive correlations and the strength of the association is very strong (r = 0.915; p ˂ 0.01); occipital PerEn and occipital FD have significant positive correlations and the strength of the association is moderate (r = 0.720; p ˂ 0.01) and frontal PerEn and frontal FD have significant positive correlations and the strength of the association is moderate (r = 0.638; p ˂ 0.01). The specificity of these correlations to the central, occipital, and frontal scalp regions may be linked to perform multiple and complex cognitive functions which are related to memory.
Furthermore, the correlations of linear vs non-linear values for the stroke-related MCI and VaD patients are shown in Tables 6 and 7 , respectively. In Table 6 , for the strokerelated MCI patients, most of the linear ratios are not correlated with the non-linear features among the scalp regions; except of 6 out of 100 correlations have significant negative correlations and the strengths of the association are mostly weak and 5 out of 100 correlations have significant positive correlations and the strengths of the association are mostly weak. In Table 7 , for the VaD patients, most of the linear θ/γ ratios are not correlated with the PerEn and FD features; except of 4 out of 100 correlations, 2 of the 4 have significant negative correlations and the strengths of the association are mostly moderate and the other 2 correlations have significant positive correlations and the strengths of the association are mostly moderate. Thus, linear and non-linear features complement each other and will be used together in the next stage to discriminate stroke-related MCI and VaD patients.
Results of dementia classification techniques
This study also dealt with three-class EEG signals or the multi-class classification problem. Two classifiers, namely, Table 3 Correlations between (δ/θ) and (α/β) for the MCI patients SVM and kNN, were proposed for classifying the EEG signals of VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. These classifiers were selected because of their dependence on the sizes of the training and test sets. These classifiers were trained by the same training dataset and tested on the testing dataset to evaluate their performance. We obtained the best results for the SVM classifier by performing a 10-fold cross-validation for optimizing C on the training set. Specifically, the SVMs were trained for different complexity parameter C values with a range of −4 ≤ log 10 (C) ≤ 4 in C values C ∈ {0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1,0, 10,100,1000, 10000}.The best result was obtained for C = 10 in the testing procedure. The RBF-kernel functions were used for implementing the multi-class SVMs classifier. In the SVM training, the smoothing parameter σ was determined based on the minimum misclassification rate that was computed from the training dataset. The optimal σ can only be found by systematically varying its value in different training sessions. Therefore, the σ value was varied between 0.1 and 1 at intervals of 0.1. The minimum misclassification rate was attained at σ = 0.5.
The same processing chain has been applied to the linear features and to the non-linear features. SVM achieved classification accuracies of 70.95% using linear spectral features and 87.14% using non-linear features.
Additionally, the same processing analysis has been performed without using FNPAQR dimensionality reduction technique; the SVM achieved classification accuracies of 70%.
The SVM overall performance, using the features set after using FNPAQR, is improved to a 91.48% accuracy (sensitivity of 91.48% and precision of 91.40%) for SVM. This shows the potential of using linear and non-linear methods with FNPAQR to obtain more accurate early detection of VaD rather than using individual method.
The confusion matrix and the average precision and sensitivity and the overall accuracy of the classifications using the combination approach are presented in Table 8 .
From Table 8 , the three diagonal cells show the percentage of correct classification using SVM classifier. For example, VaD patients are correctly classified with 94.44%. Similarly, 86.67% are correctly classified as stroke-related MCI patients and 93.33% are correctly classified as control subjects. 5.56% of VaD patients are incorrectly classified as stroke-related MCI patients. Similarly, 13.33% of stroke-related MCI patients are incorrectly classified as 4.44% control subjects and 8.89% VaD patients. Moreover, 6.68% of control subjects are incorrectly classified as stroke-related MCI patients. For the VaD patients, the precision is 91.40% and the sensitivity is 94.44%. Which means that for precision, out of the times that VaD patients were predicted, 91.40% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that VaD patients should have been correctly detected, only 94.44% of the other classes were correctly detected.
For the stroke-related MCI patients, the precision is 87.64% and the sensitivity is 86.67%, which means that for precision, out of the times that stroke-related MCI patients were predicted, 87.64% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for the sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that stroke-related MCI patients should have been correctly detected, only 86.67% of the other classes were correctly detected.
For the control subjects, the precision is 95.45% and the sensitivity is 93.33%, which means that for precision, out of the times that control subjects were predicted, 95.45% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for the sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that control subjects should have been correctly detected, only 93.33% of the other classes were correctly detected.
Finally, the overall sensitivity is 91.48% whereas the overall precision is 91.40%. The results show that these VaD patients can be differentiated with a high accuracy of 91.48% using SVM classifier.
For kNN classifier, in this study, to select the k value for the kNN classifier, k was varied between 1 and 10 at intervals of 1. The classifier was trained to find the best value of k, which was obtained at k = 7, and to maximize the classification accuracy. We used the Euclidean distance as a similarity measure to classify each trial by kNN.
kNN achieved classification accuracies of 66.67% using linear spectral features and 84.29% using non-linear features.
The same processing analysis has been applied without using FNPAQR dimensionality reduction technique; the kNN achieved classification accuracy of 67.78%.
The kNN overall performance, using the features set after using FNPAQR, is improved to 89.63% accuracy (sensitivity of 89.63% and precision of 89.77%) for kNN. This shows the potential of using linear and non-linear methods with FNPAQR to obtain more accurate early detection of VaD rather than using individual method. The confusion matrix, the average precision and sensitivity, and the overall accuracy of the classifications using the combination approach are presented in Table 9 .
From Table 9 , the three diagonal cells show the percentage of correct classification using kNN classifier. For example, VaD patients are correctly classified with 92.22%. Similarly, 86.67% are correctly classified as stroke-related MCI patients and 90% are correctly classified as control subjects. 7.78% of VaD patients are incorrectly classified as stroke-related MCI patients. Similarly, 13.33% of stroke-related MCI patients are incorrectly classified as 4.44% control subjects and 8.89% VaD patients. Moreover, 10% of control subjects are incorrectly classified as 3.33% VaD patients and 6.67% stroke-related MCI patients.
For the VaD patients, the precision is 88.30% and the sensitivity is 92.22%. Which means that for precision, out of the times that VaD patients were predicted, 88.30% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that VaD patients should have been correctly detected, only 92.22% of the other classes were correctly detected.
For the stroke-related MCI patients, the precision is 85.71% and the sensitivity is 86.67%, which means that for precision, out of the times that stroke-related MCI patients were predicted, 85.71% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that stroke-related MCI patients should have been correctly detected, only 86.67% of the other classes were correctly detected.
For the control subjects, the precision is 95.29% and the sensitivity is 90%, which means that for precision, out of the times that control subjects were predicted, 95.29% of the time the system was in fact correct. And for sensitivity, it means that out of all the times that control subjects should have been correctly detected, only 90% of the other classes were correctly detected. Finally, the overall sensitivity is 89.63% whereas the overall precision is 89.77%. The results show that these VaD patients can be differentiated with a high accuracy of 89.63% using kNN classifier.
In this study, SVM and kNN have been used to classify VaD patients, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. However, kNN obtained slightly lower accuracy than the multi-class SVM. Thus, SVM was included in the study as a benchmark technique as well as being simple and proven to show good results. SVM supports multi-class classification to discriminate VaD, stroke-related MCI patients, and healthy control subjects. These results indicated that the crucial role of the proposed ICA-WT denoising technique, the representation of signals by the used features, and the FNPAQR SVM can accurately detect and provide a highly reliable index for identifying and classifying patients with VaD and strokerelated MCI. This study has certain limitations which have to be pointed out. First of all, the sample size was small. Moreover, the patients' follow-up was limited. Besides, larger series with long-term follow-up are needed. Despite these drawbacks, all our results are consistent with those of other researchers, whose findings showed that the earliest changes in EEG signals among the dementia patients are related to the increase in δRP, θRP, and γRP activities, as well as the decrease in αRP and βRP activities. Moreover, all our finding confirms the theories that a diffuse irregularity of background activity may be observed in the EEGs of patients with dementia and that the dynamic processes underlying the EEG recording are less irregular for dementia patients than for normal subjects [16, 22, 28, 49, 77, 79, 81, 82] . Therefore, the ICA-WT denoising technique, the linear and non-linear sets of features, FNPAQR dimensionality reduction technique, and SVM classifier can yield useful information for characterizing and identifying valuable EEG markers and reliable indices that are associated with the stroke-related MCI and VaD patients.
